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nine annual broadleaf weeds, including 
tough-to-control oxalis and spurge. 

American Cyanamid says pendimeth-
alin allows for season-long control of 
troublesome weeds, including goosege-
ass, with a single, properly-timed appli-
cation. 

Turfgrass shows tolerance to the prod-
uct, even when applied at highest rates. 
Used as directed, pendimethalin offers a 
wide margin of tolerance on a variety of 
cool- and warm-season grasses. 

The product is also labeled for many 
ornamentals. 
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Rebuilding 
the soil 

Utility trailer has big 1,000-pound capacity 
Columbia ParCar has brought the Direct Track Utility Trailer to the landscape man-

agement industry. 
The trailer follows 

the path of the towing 
vehicle easily thanks 
to four-wheel steer-
ing. The wood trailer 
deck measures a gen-
erous 44 x 72 inches 
and includes 14-inch 
high steel side rails. 

Fabricated with 
powder coated steel, 
the trailer has a 1000-
lb. payload capacity 
and will connect with 
any l7/s-inch ball 
hitch. 

Trailers can connect to one another for train-like applications. An optional suntop 
can be purchased for protection from weather. 
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NEXT MONTH: 

Underwater aerator works 
well in shallower water 

Toro's new Submers ib le Aerator 
addresses both aerat ion and mixing 
requirements in one package to enhance 
any aquatic setting. 

A highly efficient pump draws air from 
an air hose above the water surface and 
injects it through a specially designed 
nozzle near the pond bottom. 

The fine-bubble discharge thoroughly 
mixes the oxygen with the water, destrati-
fies and provides horizontal water circula-
tion with no additional components or 
accessories. 

The aerator l imits growth of pond 
algae, and stimulates decomposition of 
organic wastes and runoff nutrients. 

The aerator operates in water as shal-
low as two feet. 

Standard systems are available in 0.5, 
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 hp models, single or three 
phase, 115,230 or 460 volts. 
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Preemergence herbicide 
controls six grassy weeds 

Pendimethalin pre-emergence herbi-
cide controls six annual grassy weeds, 
including crabgrass and goosegrass and 

With Formulating Plants located in Florida and 
Wisconsin KOOS* SHORE can fill all your needs: 

Fertilizer Blends featuring 
Nutralene, sulfate of potash 
and minor elements. 

Fertilizer Blends formulated 
with pesticides from an 
extended list of turf labels. 

Plus . . . 
Mini Size homogeneous 
fertilizer products for the 
golf course. 
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Utility vehicle combines 
balance, comfort, power 

Jacobsen's new SV System Vehicle work 
trucks feature an engine-forward design, 
2,800 lb. load capacity and the combina-
tion of four-wheel stability and three-
wheel maneuverability. 

The SV-2322 is powered by a fuel-effi-
cient 23 hp diesel engine. 

The SV-3422 has a 34-hp gasoline 
engine. Each provides the power needed 
for spreading, spraying, topdressing or 
even towing a 5-gang mower attachment. 

The engine-forward design offers three 
advantages, according to Jacobsen: better 
vehicle balance, more operator comfort 
and easier maintenance. 

Four-wheel drive adds stability. 
Turning diameter at the rear wheels is less 
than 3-feet. 

Both models have eight forward speeds 
and reverse. Hydraulic attachments are 
available. 
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New utility vehicle added 
to existing product lines 

Kawasaki has made an addition to its 
line of multi-purpose vehicles. 

The Mule 2500 is built for use in farm, 
ranch, construction and other commercial 
and private applications. 

The vehicle is two-wheel drive with 
dual-mode differential, and features a 
617cc twin cylinder, four-stroke liquid-
cooled engine. 

Kawasaki now has five utility vehicles 
on the market. 

The company also has the 'Bayou' line 
of all-terrain vehicles. Models are the 
Bayou 400 4x4, the 300 4x4, the Bayou 300 
and the Bayou 220. 

The four-wheel drive Bayou 400 has a 
242 lb. cargo capacity, and is powered by a 
391 cc liquid-cooled engine. 

The Bayou 300 4x4 also has full-time 
four-wheel drive, dual-range 10-speed 
transmission, automatic clutch and 8.9-
inches of ground clearance. 

The 300 has double wishbone front sus-
pension, torque tube Quad-link rear sus-
pension and adjustable pre-load shocks. 
Brakes are dual discs in front and rear 
drums. 
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New retaining wall products 
featured in 1994 catalogue 

Anchor Wall Systems, Inc. has readied 
its 1994 catalogue of Anchor Diamond 
Retaining Wall System products. 

The eight-page color catalogue show-
cases the uses and applications for the 
Anchor Diamond retaining wall system, 
with information on product specifica-
tions, installation guidelines and rein-
forcement usage. 
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New pressure washer is 
portable, runs at 1200 psi 

The new 'Stinger' high pressure washer 
from Ghibli North American, Inc. is a 
portable, 32-lb. cleaning machine. 

The Stinger is equipped with a 25 ft., 
high pressure hose, trigger gun, insulated 
lance, variable spray nozzle and a low pres-
sure detergent injection system. 

Optional accessories include a rotary 
nozzle, drain cleaning nozzle and hose, 
rotating brush, sandblaster, foam gun and 
portable cart. 
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Look for this new line of 
potassium nitrate fertilzers 

Vicksburg Chemical Company makes 
available its K-Power line of potassium 
nitrate fertilizers during the 1994 GCSAA 
show in Dallas. 

The K-Power line includes four vari-
eties of potassium nitrate fertilizers: 
Greens & Tees; Fairways—with the 
MultiCote controlled release system; a 
Combination formula; and Water Soluble, 
with selected micro-elements in a dry, 
crystalline form. 

The MultiCote is a polymer coating 
designed to feed turf a steady and continu-
ous supply of nutrients. 

The company calls this the first con-
trolled-released potassium. 

Michael Larisey, market development 
manager, says the product's balance of 
potassium to nitrogen offers turf growers 
several benefits, including stronger turf 
that is better able to resist fungus, insects 
and heat stress. 

According to Larisey, the K-Power 
products can lessen the occurrence of leaf 

spot, fungal leaf spot, dollar spot, spring 
dollar spot and gaeurnannomyoes gran-
nis. 
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Spray tips reduce drift, give 
optimum turf coverage 

New, Mark II Lo-Drift spray tips by 
Lurmark, Ltd. offer an innovative, engi-
neered spray droplet spectrum that signifi-
cantly reduces drift. At the same time, the 
tips allows for optimum spray coverage of 
systemic and contact herbicides. 

The tips fit all existing bodies and caps, 
and are suitable for spraying foliar and 
soil-applied herbicides. 

The pre-orifice alters the range of 
droplet sizes in a way that can't be 
achieved by standard flat spray tips and 
extended performance tips, regardless of 
spraying pressure. 

According to the company, virtually all 
spray droplets of less than 100 microns are 
eliminated, without affecting the sizes of 
the remaining droplets. 
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Sprinkler riser lets you raise 
heads without excavating 

Olson Irrigation Systems markets the 
TSR-1, a threaded sprinkler riser that 
allows superintendents to turn sprinkler 
heads without excavating the entire swing 
arm assembly. 

The TSR-1 fits between the swing 
elbow and the sprinkler head. When the 
sprinkler is rotated, the head is elevated or 
lowered by up to 3-inches. 

The riser's threads are sealed so repeat-
ed adjustment is no problem, and the TSR-
1 holds its setting. 

The unit works with all 1-inch rotors, 
and with 3/4-inch heads, using a reducer 
bushing. 
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Portable first aid kit ideal 
for remote work locales 

The Fanny Pack First Aid Kit contains 
sterile pads, sterile gauze, adhesive tape, 
bandages, aspirin, iodine wipes, ace ban-
dage, tweezers and latex gloves. 

The kit is made of heavy duty nylon, 
and has velcro closures. 
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